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CURRENCY EQUIVALENTS 
(As of 20th January 2022) 

 
Currency unit – Vietnam Dong (VND) and US Dollar ($) 

$1.00 = VND 23,500 
 
 

ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

ADB - Asian Development Bank 

AHs - Affected households 

APs - Affected persons 

CPC - Commune people’s committee 

DMS - Detailed measurement survey 

DPC - District people's committee 

EA - Executing agency 

GOV - Government of Viet Nam 

IA - Implementing agency 

IOL - Inventory of losses 

ISSMP - Internal Social Safeguards Monitoring Report 

MOLISA - Ministry of Labor, Invalid and Social Affairs 

PMU - Project Management Unit 

SCDP - Secondary city development project 

SPS  - Safeguard policy statement 

RP - Resettlement plan 

 

 
WEIGHT AND MEASUREMENT UNIT 

 
M (meter) –  Base unit of length 

M2 (square meter) – A system of units used to measure areas  
M3 (Volume) – A system of units used to measure the spaces that 

an object or substance occupies.  
Kg (kilogram) – A decimal unit of weight based on the gram 
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Glossary 

 
Affected household (AH) - Means any household, person, firm, private or public institution that, on 

account of changes resulting from the Subproject, will have its (i) standard of 

living adversely affected; (ii) right, title or interest in any house, land 

(including residential, commercial, agricultural, forest, salt mining and/or 

grazing land), water resources or any other moveable or fixed assets 

acquired, possessed, restricted or otherwise adversely affected, in full or in 

part, permanently or temporarily; and/or (iii) business, occupation, place of 

work or residence or habitat adversely affected, with or without displacement.  

Compensation  - This is payment given in cash or in kind to affected persons (APs) at 

replacement cost or at current market value for assets and income sources 

acquired or adversely affected by the project.  

Detailed Measurement 

Survey (DMS) 

 

- 

With the use of the approved detailed engineering drawings, this activity 

involves the finalization and/or validation of the results of the inventory of 

losses (IOL), severity of impacts, and list of APs done during RP preparation.  

Entitlements  - Refers to a range of measures, such as compensation in cash or in kind, 

income restoration support, transfer assistance, relocation support, etc. 

which are provided to the APs, depending on the type and severity of their 

losses, to restore their economic and social base. 

Eligibility - Means any person who has settled in the subproject area before the cut-off 

date that suffers from (i) loss of shelter, (ii) loss of assets or ability to access 

such assets, permanently or temporarily, or (iii) loss of income sources or 

livelihood, regardless of relocation will be entitled to compensation and/or 

assistance. 

Ethnic minority (EM)/ 

indigenous people (IP) 

 

- The term ethnic minority or indigenous people is used generic sense to refer 

to a distinct, vulnerable, social and cultural group possessing the following 

characteristics in varying degrees (i) self-identification as members of a 

distinct indigenous cultural group and recognition of this identity by others; 

(ii) collective attachment to geographically distinct habitats or ancestral 

territories in the project area and to the natural resources in these habitats 

and territories; (iii) customary cultural, economic, social, or political 

institutions that are separate from those of the dominant society and culture; 

and (iv) a distinct language, often different from the official language of the 

country or region. In the case of Viet Nam, there is a high degree of 

consistency between the Vietnamese definition of ethnic minorities and 

ADB’s definition of Indigenous People. The main point of divergence is that, 

in the case of ADB’s policy, a group that has lost collective attachment to 

geographically distinct habitats or ancestral territories in the project area 

because of forced severance remains eligible for coverage. National 

legislation, customary law, and any international conventions to which Viet 

Nam is a party are taken into account for application of the ADB policy. 

Income restoration - This is the re-establishment of sources of income and livelihood of the 

affected households. 

Income restoration program - A program designed with various activities that aim to support affected 

persons to recover their income/livelihood to pre-subproject levels. The 

program is designed to address the specific needs of the affected persons 

based on the socio-economic survey and consultations. 

Inventory of losses - This is the process where all fixed assets (i.e., lands used for residence, 

commerce, agriculture, including ponds; dwelling units; stalls and shops; 

secondary structures, such as fences, tombs, wells; trees with commercial 

value; etc.) and sources of income and livelihood inside the subproject right-
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of-way (ROW) are identified, measured, their owners identified, their exact 

location pinpointed, and their replacement costs calculated. Additionally, the 

severity of impact to the affected assets and the severity of impact to the 

livelihood and productive capacity of DPs will be determined. 

Land acquisition - Refers to the process whereby an individual, household, firm or private 

institution is compelled by a public agency to alienate all or part of the land it 

owns or possesses to the ownership and possession of that agency for public 

purposes in return for compensation at replacement costs. 

Rehabilitation - This refers to additional support provided to AHs/DPs losing productive 

assets, incomes, employment or sources of living, to supplement payment of 

compensation for acquired assets, in order to achieve, at a minimum, full 

restoration of pre-project living standards and quality of life. 

Relocation - This is the physical relocation of an AH/DP from its pre-project place of 

residence and/or business. 

Replacement cost - Means the amount in cash or in kind needed to replace an asset in its existing 

condition, without deduction of transaction costs or depreciation and 

salvageable materials, at prevailing current market value at the time of 

compensation payment.  

Replacement cost study - This refers to the process involved in determining replacement costs of 

affected assets based on empirical data. 

Resettlement - Means all social and economic impacts that are permanent or temporary and 

are (i) caused by acquisition of land and other fixed assets, (ii) by change in 

the use of land, or (iii) restrictions imposed on land, as a result of a project. 

This includes all measures taken to mitigate any and all adverse impacts of 

a subproject on AP property and/or livelihoods, including compensation, 

relocation (where relevant), and rehabilitation as needed. 

Resettlement plan (RP) - This is a time-bound action plan with budget setting out compensation and 

resettlement strategies, objectives, entitlements, actions, responsibilities, 

monitoring and evaluation. 

Severely affected household - This refers to affected households who are (i) physically displaced from their 

residences and have to relocate or (ii) losing from 10% or more of their 

income generating/productive assets.  

Vulnerable groups - These are distinct groups of people who might suffer disproportionately or 

face the risk of being further marginalized by the effects of resettlement and 

specifically include: (i) female headed households with dependents, (ii) 

disabled household heads, (iii) households falling under the generally 

accepted indicator for poverty, (iv) children and the elderly households who 

are landless and with no other means of support, (v) landless households, 

and (vi) indigenous people or ethnic minorities. 

 

 

 NOTES 
 
 

This internal social monitoring report is a document of the borrower. The views expressed herein 
do not necessarily represent those of ADB's Board of Directors, Management, or staff, and may be 
preliminary in nature.  

In preparing any country program or strategy, financing any project, or by making any designation of 
or reference to a particular territory or geographic area in this document, the Asian Development 
Bank does not intend to make any judgments as to the legal or other status of any territory or area. 
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Project Overview 

 

Project Number and 
Title: 

Loan 3590/3591 – Secondary Cities Development Project (Green Cities) 
in Hue City 

Social Safeguards 
Category 

Indigenous Peoples C 

Involuntary 
Resettlement 

A 

Reporting period: July to December 2021 

Key sub-project 
activities in this 
monitoring period  

- During this report period, there are 20 compensation plans approved, 
including (i) 17 compensation plans for 498 affected households with 
the total compensation amount of VND 30,395,035,000 and (ii) 03 
compensation plans for the affected graves, telecommunications 
technical infrastructure and lighting technical infrastructure with the 
total compensation amount of VND 4,159,183,000. 

- 388/498 households have received compensation in the amount of 
VND 20,176,876,342, specifically: 

(i) Package HU-CW02: Dredging and Embankment of Nhu Y 
river (150 households with an amount of VND 434,550,000): 
From July 2021 to December 31, 2021: payment of 
compensation to the affected households within the area of 
An Hoa embankment site clearance passing through Huong 
Vinh commune (55 households), Huong So ward, Tay Loc 
ward (former Phu Binh ward) (95 households). 

(ii) Package HU-CW03: Drainage system and sidewalks in 04 
inner city wards; Dredging and embankment of the citadel 
lake; Dong Ba river embankment: Compensation for 101 
households with the amount of VND 1,078,428,000 in 
relation to Cay Mang Lake and Dinh Cong Trang road.  

(iii) Package HU-CW06: Construction of Bui Thi Xuan and 
Huyen Tran Cong Chua Road:  The compensation has been 
paid to 34 households with the amount of VND  
5,887,387,000 on Huyen Tran Cong Chua road and 103 
households with an amount of VND  12,776,511,342 on Bui 
Thi Xuan road, and VND 4,159,183,000 for the power line, 
telecommunications infrastructure and graves. 

- Regarding IRP of the project, PMU cooperated with a number of 
contractors for the packages: there are 19 people recruited by the 
contractor to work for the project . These people are hired mainly to 
do simple works such as cleaning the construction site, leveling the 
ground, environmental sanitation... 

- The PMU and the CSC has been coordinating with the LFDC and 
the PC of the wards/communes to finalise the list of affected 
households eligible to participate in the Income Restoration 
Program for all packages.   

 

Key subproject 
activities in next 
monitoring period 

- Updating RP for Dredging and Embankment of Ke Van and 
Embankment of Lap River (HU-CW08). 

- Continue to accelerate the land acquisition, compensation and 
resettlement for all subproject-items. 
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- Coordinate with the people's committees of the wards/communes 
and the consultants to survey and assess the needs of the affected 
households to participate in the Income Restoration Program. 
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I. GENERAL INFORMATION 

1. Project Description  

1. The Secondary Cities Development Project (SCDP) supports Vietnam’s efforts towards 

achieving Sustainable Development Goal 11 to “Make the cities inclusive, safe, resilient and 

sustainable”. The project will develop competitive, green and inclusive cities of Hue, Vinh Yen and 

Ha Giang through: (i) strengthening city planning processes, (ii) strengthening green and climate 

resilient infrastructures, and (iii) improving institutional effectiveness and sustainability. 

2. Objectives of Hue city subproject  

2. Long-term objectives: i/Improve and expand transportation networks, step by step complete 

synchronous urban infrastructure; meanwhile, it will be a driving force for urban development, 

promote the development of trade and service business, exploit tourism potentials, as well as create 

employment opportunities to increase people’s income; and ii/ Improve environmental sanitation 

conditions and urban environmental landscape, thereby improve people’s health and living quality. 

3. Short-term objectives: i/Improve environmental infrastructure including drainage systems, 

embankment and dredging for better flood prevention; management of water supply, sanitation and 

wastewater; and upgrade solid waste treatment facilities to improve environmental conditions; and 

ii/ Contribute to refurbish the urban city to become clean and green and develop the city in 

accordance with the National Strategy on Green Growth in the period of 2014-2020. 

3. Components of Hue city subproject 

4. Thua Thien Hue subproject of the SCDP consists of 15 components grouped as follows: (i) 

dredging and embankment; (ii) drainage; (iii) road/bridge construction and rehabilitation; (iv) park 

and eco canals; and (v) water supply. The details are summarized in Table 1 below: 

Table 1. The components of Hue subproject 

Work-items Components  
Summary of the components and their 
objectives 

Embankment 
and Dredging 
Improvement 

▪ Dredging lakes 

▪ Dredging and Embankment of Ke Van 

River 

▪ Dredging and Embankment of An Hoa 

River 

▪ Dredging and Embankment of Dong Ba 

River 

▪ Dredging and Embankment of Lap 

River 

▪ Rehabilitation and Embankment of Nhu 

Y River 

▪ Rehabilitation and Embankment of An 

Cuu River 

Seven dredging and embankment 
components are proposed plus the 
dredging and embankment components 
for six lakes in the Citadel.  

The dredging and embankment will 
rehabilitate water flow, reduce flooding 
and improve water quality. Linear parks 
will also be incorporated on the 
embankments.  

About 24,365 linear meters of 
embankment will be constructed or 
repaired. The dredging will be undertaken 
for 971,283 m2. 

Drainage  
▪ Drainage and sidewalks in 4 inner city 

wards 

Drainage and sidewalks will take place in 
4 inner city wards of the Citadel.  

Drainage conditions will be improved and 
risks of flooding reduced. Lighting and 
trees planting will also take place. 

Road/bridge 
construction and 
rehabilitation  

▪ Bui Thi Xuan Road 

▪ Huyen Tran Cong Chua Road 

▪ Bridge connecting Zone A and Zone B 

of An Van Duong Development Area 

The rehabilitation and construction of 
roads will involve in 31,671 linear meters 
and cover 654,949 m2, including parks 
and landscaping. 
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▪ Vy Da Bridge Expansion and Access 

Road 

Park and Eco 
canal  

▪ Park, Path, Drainage and Lighting 

▪ Park and Square in the Administrative 

Area 

Two parks will be developed in the new 
Development Area of An Van Duong. 

Water supply  

▪ Water Supply to Phu Son Village and 

Municipal Solid Waste Treatment 

Facility 

Water supply system for Phu Son waste 
treatment landfill and nearby villages in 
Huong Thuy district, out of Hue city. 

Source: Compiled based on the original RP, 2017. 

5. However, as Memorandum of Understanding for the Secondary Cities Development Project, 

Loan 3590/3591/Grant 0549/0550/TA 9417-VIE, Loan/Grant/TA Review Mission from 9 to 12 June 

2020, Hue PMU has proposed splitting Lap River from the CW03 package and splitting Ke Van River 

from the CW02 package and these rivers have been approved as a new package under name of 

HU-CW08 with value of US$ 5,336 million on 15 July 2020. Therefore, total of 8 subprojects will be 

implemented in Hue city. 

6. As noted in the semi-annual report of the previous period (June 2021), Hue city subproject 

has 02 additional packages: HU-CW09 “Procurement of goods, investment in construction of works 

and non-constructions of the Community-initiated adaptation planning consultant component”. This 

package is financed by the grant of the Urban Climate Change Resilience Trust Fund (UCCRTF) 

managed by the Asian Development Bank (ADB); and HU-CW10 “Construction of To Huu and Vo 

Nguyen Giap roads (elevated part) and relocation of the substation”. This package is supplemented 

to the upgrading 02 roads of HU-CW05 to reduce flooding in the area. Therefore, civil construction 

is grouped into the 10 packages, summarized the progress of them as follows: 

7. In Hue City, 10 subprojects1 will be implemented under SCDPII. The details of these 

subprojects are described in the following table. 

Table 2. Information of subprojects in Hue City 

No. Code Name of subproject 

1 HU-CW 01 Water Supply System to Phu Son Solid Waste Management Facility & 
Villages, Huong Thuy town  

2 HU-CW02 Dredging and embankment of An Hoa river, Rehabilitation/ 
Embankment An Cuu and Nhu Y river (along Han Mac Tu Road from Vi Da 
bridge to Van Duong) 

3 HU-CW03 Drainage system and sidewalks in 4 inner wards (16 roads), Dredging and 
embankment 6 lakes, Rehabilitation and Embankment of Dong Ba River 

4 HU-CW04 Park and Square in Administration Area, An Van Duong 

5 HU-CW05 Park, Paths, Drainage, and Lighting in An Van Duong 
Development Area 

6 HU-CW06 Upgrading and expansion for Bui Thi Xuan and Huyen Tran Cong Chua 
streets 

7 HU-CW07 Upgrading and expansion Vy Da Bridge, 100m road connecting 2 new 
urban areas A and B An Van Duong area (bridge across Nhu Y river) 

8 HU-CW08 Dredging and Embankment of Ke Van River and Embankment of Lap River 

9 HU-CW092 Procurement of goods, investment in construction of works and non-
constructions of the Community-initiated adaptation planning consultant 
component 

 
1 HU-CW08 is new subproject which has been approved by ADB in August 2020. This package is combined 
from Ke Van river of HU-CW02 and Lap river of HU-CW03.  
2 This component is implemented with the grant funded from the Climate Change Adaptation Trust Fund 
(UCCRTF) managed by the Asian Development Bank (ADB) and contracted by Hue PMU with a private 
company for all activities related to this sub-component. 
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No. Code Name of subproject 

10 HU-CW103 Construction of To Huu and Vo Nguyen Giap roads (elevated part) and 
relocation of the substation. 

4. Objectives of internal monitoring 

8. Because this project is categorized as A for involuntary resettlement and categorized as C 

for indigenous people4, therefore project is required both the internal and external monitoring reports 

during project implementation. The main purpose of the internal monitoring is to ensure that matters 

related to involuntary resettlement and indigenous people have been implemented in accordance 

with the policies and procedures of the RPs/uRPs/DDRs following ADB SPS 2009 and project policy. 

9. The general objectives of internal monitoring are to: (i) report on the status and assess the 

compliance with the agreed social safeguards documents, including RP and DDR; (ii) confirm the 

availability/handover of land to the proposed subprojects; (iii) monitor contractors’ compliance to 

policy framework’s provisions related to temporary land acquisition during civil works; (iv) ensure 

that the standards of living of affected households is restored or improved; (v) monitor the 

implementation process; (vi) assess the sufficient implementation of compensation, resettlement 

measures and social development assistance programs; (vii) identify problems or potential problems; 

and (viii) identify and implement quick response measures to mitigate emerging issues. 

10. This report is prepared by Hue PMU to provide information and report to ADB on the 

implementation status of social safeguard at the end of December 2021, covering the period from 

July to December 2021. 

5. Implementation arrangements for social monitoring 

11. In order to ensure the compliance of the project with regard to the implementation of 

safeguard policies of ADB, since the beginning time of project preparation stage, the PMU has 

assigned 02 officers who take responsible for social safeguard policy issues, including social and 

land acquisition and environment with support of the Project Implementation Supervision Consultant 

(PISC).  

12. In addition, an external monitoring Agency (EMA) on resettlement was also recruited due to 

the project’s category A for involuntary resettlement as requirement of ADB SPS 2009. Therefore, 

all of the social safeguard issues of the project are being implemented in compliance with ADB's 

requirements and approved project policy as resettlement plan. 

6. Summary of impacts based on detailed designs/DMS results 

13. According to the Memorandum of Understanding for Secondary Cities Development Project, 

Loan 3590/3591/Grant 0549/0550/TA 9417-VIE, Loan/Grant/TA Review Mission from 9 to 12 June 

2020, Hue PMU has proposed splitting the Lap river work from the CW03 package and splitting the 

Ke Van river work from the CW02 package and these rivers has been approved as a new package 

under name of HU-CW08 with value of US$ 5,336 million on 15 July 2020. HU-CW09 “Procurement 

of goods, investment in construction of works and non-constructions of the Community-initiated 

adaptation planning consultant component. HU-CW10 “Construction of the To Huu and Vo Nguyen 

Giap roads (elevated part) and relocation of the substation. Therefore, the total of 10 subprojects will 

be implemented in Hue city.  

14. By the time of this report, the DMS of all subproject-items completed. There is the total of 

573,572 m2 of various types of affected land of 3,160 households. Of which, 631 households are 

considered as severely affected households, in which 202 households are relocated and 337 

households lost by 10% or more of their productive landholdings. In addition, 92 households are 

 
3 This package is supplemented to the road improvement of HU-CW05. 
4 There is no any impact on Ethnic minority due to land acquisition for project implementation. 
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considered as vulnerable households and none of AHs is ethnic minority. The following table 

summarizes the impacts by subprojects.  

Table 3: Summary of impacts by Components 

No. Sub-project 
 Total of 

affected Land 
(m2)  

Total of AHs 

Total 
HHs 
lost 

>10% 

Relocating 
HHs 

Vulnerable 
HHs 

1 
Water Supply System to Phu Son Solid 
Waste Management Facility and 
Villages Subproject 

518.50 67 0 0 9 

2 
Dredging and Embankment of An Hoa, 
An Cuu and Nhu Y rivers 

2,4497.4 301 0 0 9 

3 
Dredging, Drainage, Pavement and 
Lake in 4 Inner City Wards, and 
Embankment Dong Ba rivers 

46,839.00 1,393 0 45 40 

4 
Park, Path, and Square of Provincial 
Administration Center 

172,785.90 297 195 0 17 

5 
Park, Path, Drainage and Lighting in 
new An Van Duong Development area 

130,009.30 153 73 0 0 

6 
Bui Thi Xuan and Huyen Tran Cong 
Chua Roads 

100,439.2 418 56 23 11 

7 
Vy Da Bridge Expansion and Access 
Roads  

44,320.7 176 13 124 3 

8 
Dredging and Embankment of Ke Van 
and Embankment of Lap rivers 

54,162 355 0 10 3 

9 

Procurement of goods, investment in 
construction of works and non-
constructions of the Community-
initiated adaptation planning consultant 
component5 

     6,244.76 0 0 0 0 

10 
Construction of To Huu and Vo Nguyen 
Giap roads (elevated part) and 
relocation of the substation 

0 0 0 0 0 

  Total 579,816.70 3,160 337 202 92 

Source: DMS conducted by LFDCs in Dec 2021 

 

  

 
5 This component is implemented with the grant funded from the Climate Change Adaptation Trust Fund 
(UCCRTF) managed by the Asian Development Bank (ADB) and contracted by Hue PMU with a private 
company for all activities related to this sub-component. 
6 all land area is classified as public land and is being managed by the People's Committees of the wards: Phu 
Hau, Phu Hiep, An Dong and Huong So of Hue city, Thua Thien Hue province. 
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II. DETAILED PROGRESS OF RESETTLEMENT IMPLEMENTATION PLANS 

1. Organization of site clearance 

15. Thua Thien Hue PPC approved the submission of Hue PMU to sign an additional contract 

with the LFDC of Hue city on May 25, 2020. The LFDC of Hue city would carry out the land acquisition 

for four work-items: Bui Thi Xuan road; Vy Da bridge; 100m road connecting 02 urban areas A and 

B, An Van Duong urban area (the bridge over Nhu Y river); and 16 inner city roads in the territory of 

Hue city. During the process of land acquisition for the Green City project in Hue city, there were 04 

LFDCs: (i) the LFDC of Huong Thuy town, the LFDC of Huong Tra town, the provincial LFDC under 

DONRE, and (iv) the LFDC of Hue city. However, since July 1, 2021, pursuant to Resolution 

No.1264/NQ-UBTVQH14 dated April 27, 2021, a part of Huong Tra town, Huong Thuy town and Phu 

Vang town was merged into the administrative area of Hue city, in parallel with a number of 

subprojects being implemented by the LFDCs of Huong Tra town and Huong Thuy town which were 

handed over to Hue LFDC to take over the implementation, including the following subprojects: 

Dredging and embankment of An Hoa river in Huong Vinh commune and 100m road connecting 02 

urban areas A and B, An Van Duong urban area (bridge over Nhu Y river) in Thuy Van commune. 

16. The Project Steering Committee (the Vice Chairman of the province as the head) agreed for 

the LFDC to recruit more personnel for land acquisition implementation. 

17. Assigning Vice Chairman of Hue City People's Committee (Member of Steering Committee) 

to strictly supervise in order to solve the issues in the land acquisition implementation of the 

wards/communes and departments directly under the Hue City. 

18. Hue City People's Committee has approved for LFDC of Hue City 5 staffs to carry out land 

acquisition. 

19. Assessment: The system of compensation and site clearance (Center for Land Fund 

Development - DoNRE in Thua Thien Hue province) meets the implementation of compensation and 

resettlement of the subproject. Although facing with many difficulties and consequently some delays, 

site clearance compensation has implemented in accordance with the regulations of the Government 

of Vietnam and complies with the ADB regulations. The Center for Land Fund Development - 

Department of Natural Resources and Environment of Thua Thien Hue province has implemented 

its functions and duties in site clearance properly. The Project Management Unit has assigned full-

time staff to coordinate with the Land Fund Development Center - DoNRE in Thua Thien Hue 

province, which facilitates the site clearance.   However, the staff in charge of the cadastral work and 

site clearance of the wards and communes are not sufficiently appointed (each commune has only 

01 staff directly works in the site clearance for the project), which will lead to the delay in verifying 

the origin of land use of affected households. 

2. Social safeguard reports prepared for the subproject 

20. At the time of project preparation phase in 2017, a Resettlement Plan (RP) for all subprojects 

under “Green Cities project” in Hue City were prepared and approved in compliance with the ADB's 

social safeguards policy (SPS 2009). During the project implementation phase, RPs have been 

updated by subprojects in line with the detailed technical design and construction stages of each 

subproject.  

21. By the time of this report, a total of 11 social safeguards documents7 have been completed 

and approved by ADB including (i) Resettlement Plan for the Water Supply System to Phu Son Solid 

Waste Management Facility and Villages (HU-CW01) (ii) DDR report for the Park, Path, and Square 

of Provincial Administration Center (CW -HU04) and (iii) DDR report for the Park, Path, Drainage 

 
7 Including: 5 RPs and 2 DDRs 
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and Lighting in new An Van Duong Development area (CW-HU05); (iv) uRP report for Dredging and 

embankment of An Hoa river, Rehabilitation/ Embankment An Cuu and Nhu Y river (along Han Mac 

Tu road from Vi Da bridge to Van Duong) - HU-CW02; (v) uRP report for Drainage system and 

sidewalks in 4 inner wards (16 roads), Dredging and embankment 6 lakes, Rehabilitation and 

Embankment of Dong Ba River (HU-CW03); (vi) uRP report for Bui Thi Xuan and Huyen Tran Cong 

Chua Roads (HU-CW06) and (vii) uRP report for Vy Da Bridge Expansion and Access Roads (HU-

CW07), (viii) HU -CW09 and (ix) HU-CW10.   

22.  Currently, the Consultant is coordinating with the PMU to update the resettlement plan for 

Package HU-CW08, which is expected to be submitted to the ADB in Q1/2022.  

23. Package HU-CW10 is implemented for the remaining volume of Package HU-CW05 + the 

additional volume arising from the elevating the designed road surface to match the master planning 

of the region. It does not change the site clearance scope of Package HU-CW05 of the project, so it 

is not related to the DMS. Package HU-CW09 was signed between the PMU with the JV of the 

ASEAN Management Consulting and Development Company Limited (ASEC) and the Center for 

Rural Development (CRD) to implement the package activities. 

Table 4. Summary of social safeguard reports prepared for subprojects 

No. 
Name of 

packages 
Components 

Project 
preparation 

phase in 2017 

Date of ADB 
approval  

Notes 

1 HU-CW01 

Water Supply System to 
Phu Son Solid Waste 
Management Facility 
and Villages  

RP 
uRP has been 

approved on April 
23, 2019  

 

2 HU-CW02 

Dredging and 
embankment of An Hoa 
river, Rehabilitation/ 
Embankment An Cuu 
and Nhu Y river (along 
Han Mac Tu Road from 
Vi Da bridge to Van 
Duong) 

RP 

 uRP has been 
approved on 

November 11, 
2020. 

 

3 HU-CW03 

Drainage system and 
sidewalks in 4 inner 
wards (16 roads), 
Dredging and 
embankment 6 lakes, 
Rehabilitation and 
Embankment of Dong 
Ba River  

RP 
uRP has been 
approved on 

January 12, 2021  

 

4 HU-CW04 
Park, Path, and Square 
of Provincial 
Administration Center 

RP 

DDR has been 
approved by the 

ADB on 
31/5/2019 

 

5 HU-CW05 

Park, Path, Drainage 
and Lighting in new An 
Van Duong 
Development area 

RP 

DDR has been 
approved by the 
ADB on May 3, 

2019. 

 

6 HU-CW06 
Bui Thi Xuan and 
Huyen Tran Cong Chua 
Roads  

RP 

DDR for Huyen 
Tran Cong Chua 
Road, the section 
passing through 
Thuy Bang 
commune and 
Huong Thuy town 
has been 
approved. 
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No. 
Name of 

packages 
Components 

Project 
preparation 

phase in 2017 

Date of ADB 
approval  

Notes 

HU-CW06 
Bui Thi Xuan and 
Huyen Tran Cong Chua 
Roads  

RP 

uRP for Huyen 
Tran Cong Chua 
Road, the section 
passing Hue city 
and Bui Thi Xuan 
Road has been 

approved on 
September 9, 

2020. 

 

7 HU-CW07 
Vy Da Bridge 
Expansion and Access 
Roads  

RP 
uRP has been 
approved on 

January 05, 2021   

 

8 HU-CW08 

Dredging and 
Embankment of Ke Van 
and Embankment of 
Lap River 

RP 
uRP has not 

been prepared 
and approved yet 

Expected to 
submit uRP in 
February 2022 

9 HU-CW09 

Procurement of goods, 
investment in 
construction of works 
and non-constructions 
of the Community-
initiated adaptation 
planning consultant 
component8 

 
uRP has been 
approved on 

January 13, 2022   

 

10 HU-CW010 

Construction of To Huu 
and Vo Nguyen Giap 
roads (elevated part) 
and relocation of the 
substation 

 
DDR has been 
approved on 

January, 2022   

 

3. Information disclosure and community consultation 

24. Project information disclosure is an important task during project implementation. When this 

work is implemented effectively, it will facilitate project implementation process as local people will 

have comprehensive understanding of project information and benefits. Therefore, they will support 

and actively participate in the project. Project  information  disclosure  and  public  consultation  are  

aimed  to:  (i)  increase  local  people’s awareness  of  the  project;  (ii)  avoid  the  risks  of  project  

delay; (iii)  design  an  appropriate resettlement  program  for APs  and maximize  the  project’s  

socio-economic benefits;  (iv)  ensure that AP’s can  really  participate  in making  decisions  on  

issues  directly  concerning  their  income and  living  standards;  and  (v)  ensure  transparency  of  

all  activities  relating  to  land  acquisition, resettlement, and living restoration. 

25. The Project Management Unit and the City/District Land Fund Development Centers held 

meetings to announce and consult the communities at the People's Committees of the communes 

or wards where the subproject is located, and representatives of the People's Committees of the 

communes or wards and affected households participated in the meetings. 

26. Before implementing the DMS, the Project Management Unit and the City/District Land Fund 

Development Centers in coordination with the People's Committees of the affected wards and 

communes organized meetings to disseminate information. The affected households attended the 

meetings. The staff of the Project Management Unit and the City/District Land Fund Development 

 
8 This component is implemented with the grant funded from the Climate Change Adaptation Trust Fund 
(UCCRTF) managed by the Asian Development Bank (ADB) and contracted by Hue PMU with a private 
company for all activities related to this sub-component 
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Centers fully conveyed the contents that need to be disseminated. During the meetings, the 

households also exchanged ideas, raised questions and their questions were answered by the 

project staff. The PMU has worked closely with the Center for Land Fund Development - Thua Thien 

Hue Department of Natural Resources and Environment to conduct full community meetings about 

the project information, land acquisition notification, DMS notification...The consultation with affected 

people was also carried out. Before finalizing the compensation plans to submit to the City/District 

People's Committee for approval, the compensation plans were posted publicly at the People's 

Committees of wards/communes for 15-20 days in accordance with the Government's regulations 

for affected households to consult their ideas and comments. 

27. Dissemination of information. The updated resettlement plans approved by the ADB are 

publicly on the ADB website in English and a Vietnamese summary of this document was provided 

to affected households in full. The consultation and information dissemination of the subproject are 

summarized in the following table. 

Table 5. Consultation, participation and information of the subproject 

Packages Components 
Consultation and 

information disclosure in 
the preparation phase 

Consultation and information disclosure 
in the implementation phase 

  

Community 
consultation 

Distribution 
of 

subproject 
information 

booklets 

Send RP to the 
wards/communes 
in the subproject 

area 

Community 
consultation 

meetings 
(content) 

HU-CW01 

Water Supply 
System to 
Phu Son Solid 
Waste 
Management 
Facility and 
Villages - in 
Phu Son 
commune, 
Huong Thuy 
town 

Implemented Implemented 

In September 
2018, an updated 

RP was sent to the 
communes in the 

subproject area for 
everyone to refer 

On March 16, 2018, the 
PMU coordinated with 
Huong Thuy Town 
LFDC to disseminate 
the project policies to 
the local authorities and 
the households 
affected by the 
subproject before 
conducting the DMS; 
On June 5, 2018, the 
meeting about the 
project compensation 
policy was held. 

 

HU-CW02 

Dredging and 
Embankment 
of An Hoa 
River 

Implemented Implemented Implemented 

On July 10, 2019 at Phu 
Thuan Ward People's 
Committee; on July 11, 
2019 at Phu Binh Ward 
People's Committee; on 
July 12, 2019 at An Hoa 
Ward People's 
Committee and Huong 
So Ward People's 
Committee: 
Disseminate the project 
policies to local 
authorities and 
households affected by 
the subproject.  

Embankment 
of Nhu Y 
River 

Implemented Implemented Implemented 

On October 4, 2019: 
Notify the land 
acquisition policy of the 
subproject; On 08-
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Packages Components 
Consultation and 

information disclosure in 
the preparation phase 

Consultation and information disclosure 
in the implementation phase 

  

Community 
consultation 

Distribution 
of 

subproject 
information 

booklets 

Send RP to the 
wards/communes 
in the subproject 

area 

Community 
consultation 

meetings 
(content) 

HU-CW01 

Water Supply 
System to 
Phu Son Solid 
Waste 
Management 
Facility and 
Villages - in 
Phu Son 
commune, 
Huong Thuy 
town 

Implemented Implemented 

In September 
2018, an updated 

RP was sent to the 
communes in the 

subproject area for 
everyone to refer 

On March 16, 2018, the 
PMU coordinated with 
Huong Thuy Town 
LFDC to disseminate 
the project policies to 
the local authorities and 
the households 
affected by the 
subproject before 
conducting the DMS; 
On June 5, 2018, the 
meeting about the 
project compensation 
policy was held. 

 

09/10/2019: Notify the 
DMS for affected 
assets of households 

HU-CW03 

Dredging and 
embankment 
06 lakes in the 
Citadel City 

Implemented Implemented Implemented 

From 25 October to 22 
November 2019: Notify 
the land acquisition 
policy of the subproject; 
From 25 to 26 
November 2019: 
Organize meeting for 
DMS results of affected 
assets of households. 

Dredging and 
Embankment 
of Dong Ba 
River 
 

Implemented Implemented Implemented 
Implemented 
 

Drainage and 
sidewalks in 4 
inner city 
wards 
(including 16 
roads). 

Implemented Implemented Implemented Implemented 

HU-CW04 Park, Tree 
and Square in 
the 
Administrative 
Area 

Implemented Implemented Implemented On December 2, 2019, 
the PMU in 
coordination with the 
CLFD of Hue city and 
the People's 
Committees of An Dong 
and Xuan Phu wards 
held a public meeting to 
announce the plan to 
provide additional 
support for affected 
households and 
individuals that are 
affected from 10% or 
more of agricultural 
land. 
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Packages Components 
Consultation and 

information disclosure in 
the preparation phase 

Consultation and information disclosure 
in the implementation phase 

  

Community 
consultation 

Distribution 
of 

subproject 
information 

booklets 

Send RP to the 
wards/communes 
in the subproject 

area 

Community 
consultation 

meetings 
(content) 

HU-CW01 

Water Supply 
System to 
Phu Son Solid 
Waste 
Management 
Facility and 
Villages - in 
Phu Son 
commune, 
Huong Thuy 
town 

Implemented Implemented 

In September 
2018, an updated 

RP was sent to the 
communes in the 

subproject area for 
everyone to refer 

On March 16, 2018, the 
PMU coordinated with 
Huong Thuy Town 
LFDC to disseminate 
the project policies to 
the local authorities and 
the households 
affected by the 
subproject before 
conducting the DMS; 
On June 5, 2018, the 
meeting about the 
project compensation 
policy was held. 

 

HU-CW05 Tree, Park, 
Sidewalks, 
Drainage and 
Lighting in 
new An Van 
Duong 
Development 
area  

Implemented Implemented Implemented The consultation was 
completed in 2016 

HU-CW06 Bui Thi Xuan 
Road 
 

Implemented Implemented Implemented A meeting was held to 
announce the policy 
and scope of the 
subproject on April 29, 
2020 

Huyen Tran 
Cong Chua 
Road 

Implemented  Implemented  Implemented  

July 10, 2018: Notify 
the project policies to 
local authorities and 
the households 
affected by the 
subproject  

HU-CW07 100m road 
connecting 2 
urban areas, 
A and B, of 
An Van 
Duong 
Development 
Area 
(crossing Nhu 
Y bridge) 

Implemented Implemented Implemented On 21/02/2019: Notify 
the project policies to 
local authorities and 
the households 
affected by the 
subproject; 
26/02/2019: Meeting 
was held to announce 
the DMS for affected 
households. 

Vy Da Bridge 
Expansion 
and approach 
roads 

Implemented Implemented Implemented The DMS was 
conducted; the 
information about land 
acquisition and 
subproject scope was 
disseminated to each 
household on May 19, 
2020. 

HU-CW08 Dredging and 
Embankment 
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Source: LFDCs and PMU 

28. By the time of updating this semi-annual report (December 2021), the consultation of the 

subproject was almost completed. Compared to the previous semi-annual report, this period has the 

consultation activities during the updating of the resettlement plan of Package HU-CW08 - Dredging 

and Embankment of Ke Van and Embankment of Lap River.  In addition, during the preparation the 

DDRs for package 9, 10 and preparation the site clearance report for asking the commencement of 

construction, the consultant and PMU’s staff have also conducted interviews with people who 

received compensation money and interviews with the staff of the LFDCs via telephones due to covid 

19 pandemic. 

– For Dredging and Embankment of Ke Van and Embankment of Lap River (HU-CW08): A total 

of 77 persons (43 men and 34 women) participated in those meetings and consultations held in three 

(03) wards. 

Table 6: Dates of Public Meetings and Consultations during updating RP 

Wards Date Total 
No.of Participants 

Female Male 

Tay Loc     16/12/2021 21 6 15 

Kim Long 16/12/2021 27 11 16 

Thuan Hoa 17/12/2021 29 17 12 

Packages Components 
Consultation and 

information disclosure in 
the preparation phase 

Consultation and information disclosure 
in the implementation phase 

  

Community 
consultation 

Distribution 
of 

subproject 
information 

booklets 

Send RP to the 
wards/communes 
in the subproject 

area 

Community 
consultation 

meetings 
(content) 

HU-CW01 

Water Supply 
System to 
Phu Son Solid 
Waste 
Management 
Facility and 
Villages - in 
Phu Son 
commune, 
Huong Thuy 
town 

Implemented Implemented 

In September 
2018, an updated 

RP was sent to the 
communes in the 

subproject area for 
everyone to refer 

On March 16, 2018, the 
PMU coordinated with 
Huong Thuy Town 
LFDC to disseminate 
the project policies to 
the local authorities and 
the households 
affected by the 
subproject before 
conducting the DMS; 
On June 5, 2018, the 
meeting about the 
project compensation 
policy was held. 

 

of Ke Van 
River Banks 
 

Completed Completed Not implementing Under implementing 

Dredging and 
Embankment 
of Lap River 
Banks 
 

Completed Completed Not implementing 

On December 18, 
2019: Informed the 
subproject land 
acquisition policy; On 
December 20, 2019: 
Informed the DMS plan 
for affected 
households. 
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Wards Date Total 
No.of Participants 

Female Male 

Total  77 34 43 

29. The community consultation and information dissemination will be maintained by the PMU 

throughout the project process and updated in the next internal monitoring reports (if any). 

Until the preparation of this monitoring report (December 2021): Due to the complicated development 

of Covid-19 situation, many communes and wards in Hue city ordered the social distancing to 

prevent the pandemic, so there were no more activities of public consultation. 

4. Detailed measurement surveys 

30. The detailed measurement survey (DMS) for the acquisition of land and assets and other 

structures were carried out to tally the number of people affected by the subproject; identify impacts 

on land and property on land; and finalize cost estimates of compensation and entitlements for land 

acquisition and resettlement activities of the subproject. 

31. The DMS has been conducted with the principle that ensures: (i) The survey is carried out 

fully and accurately for all land and assets on land of affected households and communes; (ii) the 

DMS must be fully attended by affected communities and households and women; (iii) DMS results 

must be made public; and (iv) complaints and inquiries relating to the DMS results must be fully and 

promptly addressed before updating the resettlement/compensation plans. 

32. The City/District Land Fund Development Centers set up working groups, including officers of 

the Land fund development centers and the People's Committees of the affected wards and communes, 

heads of villages and representatives of affected people to carry out the DMS of affected assets. Before 

the DMS, each affected household was given a form to declare their affected assets. The date and time 

of the DMS was also informed to the affected households during the community meetings, so that the 

affected households would arrange time to take part in their DMS of assets with the working groups. 

33. The affected households said that their family representatives were engaged in the DMS 

process. After completing inventorying and measuring the affected assets, all affected households were 

handed over with the minutes of their families' DMS records to check and compare. After checking, all 

households signed in the minutes of the DMS records and returned to the Compensation, Support and 

Resettlement Committees. Mis-inventories are being promptly reflected and verified and supplemented 

plans will be made by the Compensation, Support and Resettlement Committees. 

34.  At the time of updating the social safeguard monitoring report (December 2021), the DMS 

process has been implemented as follows. 

Table 7: Summary of DMS activities of the subproject 
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Packa
ges 

Subproject components 
DMS commencement 

date 
DMS ending date 

HU-
CW01 

Water Supply System to Phu Son Solid 
Waste Management Facility and 

Villages Subproject 
15/3/2018 5/4/2018 

HU-
CW02 

Dredging and embankment of An Hoa 
river, Rehabilitation/ Embankment An 
Cuu and Nhu Y river (along Han Mac 

Tu Road from Vi Da bridge to Van 
Duong) 

20/5/2019 27/7/2019 

HU-
CW03 

Drainage system and sidewalks in 4 
inner wards (16 roads), Dredging and 
embankment 6 lakes, Rehabilitation 
and Embankment of Dong Ba River  

29/10/2019 31/03/2020 

HU-
CW04 

Park, Path, and Square of Provincial 
Administration Center 

4/2016 4/2016 

HU-
CW05 

Park, Path, Drainage and Lighting in 
new An Van Duong Development area 

2009 2010 

HU-
CW06 

 Bui Thi Xuan and Huyen Tran Cong 
Chua Roads  

3/10/2019 8/2020 

HU-
CW07 

 Vy Da Bridge Expansion and Access 
Roads  

2/2019 10/2020 

HU-
CW08 

Dredging and Embankment of Ke Van 
and Embankment of Lap River 24/12/2019 7/2021 

35. Compared to the previous report period, the PMU has cooperated closely with Hue LFDC to 

accelerate the DMS to meet the progress of the resettlement plan update of the subproject works. 

The verification of the origin of land use is still slow due to many objective factors such as: (i) during 

the verification, there was someone infected with Covid-19 in the residential area, so the verification 

had to be interrupted; (ii) some households went to work far away, due to Covid-19 pandemic, they 

could not return to their locality to work with the LDFC on providing documents related to the origin 

of the household's land use. iii) The confirmation of land origin at the people's committees of the 

wards/communes is still slow due to the large number of affected households. Each ward/commune 

has only one cadastral officer. The cadastral officers are regularly rotated; (iv) the appraisal of land 

origin at the Department of Natural Resources and Environment is still slow due to the limited number 

of staff (05 officers and 02 leaders of the departments). Moreover, the LFDC is currently carrying out 

the site clearance for many other projects at the same time, so there is a delay in the site clearance 

for this project. The PMU is making efforts to coordinate closely with the City Land Fund 

Development Center to speed up the approval of the compensation plans. The data will be updated 

in the next reports. 

  

36. There is an encounter in the process of counting and verifying the origin of land use, which 

is the overlapping land on the talus of the work-item: Upgrading and expanding Vy Da bridge. Vy Da 

bridge project was built by the Department of Transport and the Traffic Works Project Management 

Unit  compensated for the site clearance of Vy Da bridge in 1996-1997. According to the Decision 

on Land Allocation of the Provincial People's Committee, there are 2 types of land: land to be 

permanently acquired within 19.5m and the talus to be temporarily acquired. However, during the 

compensation for site clearance, the Traffic Works Project Management Unit compensated for these 

02 types of land with the same land price as permanently acquired price for the affected land (please 

refer the minutes of meetings between the Compensation Council and the affected people on 
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temporary land acquisition), no decision to revise the permanently acquired land area is issued. 

Currently, the Provincial People's Committee dispatched Notice No.525/TB-UBND dated November 

8, 2021, assigning the Inspector of Hue Province to chair and coordinate with the People's 

Committee of Hue City, the Department of Natural Resources and Environment, the Department of 

Planning and Investment, and the LFDC to review the dossiers and to advise the authority for the 

settlement of this encounter. 

5. Preparation and approval of compensation plans  

37. The compensation and resettlement planning of the subproject components is based on the 

approved RPs and also legal documents are as follows: 

• Pursuant to the Land Law dated November 29, 2013. 

• Land Law No.13/2003/QH11 passed by the 11th National Assembly, 4th Session, adopted on 

November 26, 2003. 

• Decree No.43/2014/ND-CP dated May 15, 2014 of the Government, regulating the details of the 

implementation of a number of articles of the Land Law. 

• Decree No.44/2014/ND-CP dated 15/5/2014 of the Government on land pricing, provision of land 

valuation methods, adjustment of land prices, land price tables, specific land prices and land 

valuation consultancy. 

• Decree No.47/2014/ND-CP dated May 15, 2014 of the Government stipulating compensation, 

support and resettlement when the State recovers land. 

• Circular No.37/2014/TT-BTNMT dated June 30, 2014 of MONRE regulating compensation, 

support and resettlement when the State recovers land. 

• Decisions relating to regulations on compensation, support and resettlement of Thua Thien Hue 

province. 

• Decision No.36/2021/QD-UBND dated on 21/06/2021 by Thua Thien Hue PPC on 

promulgating on compensation, support, and resettlement when the State recovers land in 

Thua Thien Hue province.  

• Decision No.68/2015/QD-UBND dated on 22nd December 2015 by Thua Thien Hue PPC on 

promulgating on unit prices of houses, structures and graves as a basis for compensation 

and support when the State recovers land in Thua Thien Hue province. 

• Decision No.80/2019/QD-UBND dated on 21st December 2019 by Thua Thien Hue PPC on 

promulgating the list of the land prices for the period 5 years (2020-2024). 

• Decision No.44/2020/QD-UBND dated on 14th August 2020 by Thua Thien Hue PPC on 

regulations on the unit prices for trees, crops and breeding animals as a basis for 

determination of the value of compensation and support when the State recovers land in the 

territory of Thua Thien Hue province. 

• Decision No.65/2020/QD-UBND dated December 21, 2020 of the People's Committee of Thua 

Thien Hue province on promulgating the unit prices of houses, structures and the types of graves 

in Thua Thien Hue province. 

• Decision No.77/2021/QD-UBND dated December 21, 2021 of the People's Committee of Thua 

Thien Hue province on the annulment of Decision No.44/2020/QD-UBND dated August 14, 2020 

of the People's Committee of Thua Thien Hue province on the regulation of the unit prices of 
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crops and livestock as a basis for determining the value of compensation and support when the 

State acquires land in Thua Thien Hue province. 

38. In the process of making compensation plan, Hue City Land Fund Development Center and 

district land fund development centers complied with the procedures for making and publicizing 

compensation plans as prescribed by the Government as well as the ADB's regulations on involuntary 

resettlement policies as follows: 

• Post the draft compensation plans at the ward/commune People's Committee headquarters 

to let people know and contribute ideas. 

• Receiving comments, questions and complaints from people and affected households. 

• Review and resolve complaints. 

• Meetings to agree the compensation plans that people's opinions were acquired and 

supplemented and procedures were completed to submit to the competent authorities for 

appraisal and approval. 

• Accordingly, LFDC has submitted the proposed specific land prices to the Department of 

Natural Resources and Environment of Thua Thien Hue province for consideration. Based 

on LFDC's report, DONRE has submitted to the Provincial Land Price Appraisal Council for 

consideration and appraisal. On 17th August 2020, Thua Thien Hue PPC has issued the 

Decision No.2091/QD-UBND approving on replacement cost for affected land by 

subprojects.  

• For replacement costs for houses and structures, the compensation rates are based on the 

Decision No.68/2015/QD-UBND dated on 22nd December 2015 by Thua Thien Hue PPC. 

For replacement costs for crops and trees, the compensation rates are based on the Decision 

No.44/2020/QD-UBND dated on 14th August 2020 by Thua Thien Hue PPC. During 

preparation the compensation plans for AHs and updating resettlement plan, these 

replacement costs have been consulted with the AHs and all of AHs have agreed on these 

compensation rates. 

39. For  vulnerable households, besides the compensation in accordance with the project's 

policies, they can get some kinds of support as follows: a) The households subsidized from the state 

social policy (certified by the local Department of Labor, War Invalids and Social Affairs) and  

relocated due to the project land acquisition will be supported as follows: (i) Households with war 

invalids and policy beneficiaries such as invalids and sick soldiers who lose their working capacity 

from 61% to 80% are supported with VND 6,400,000; (ii) Households with war invalids and policy 

beneficiaries who lose their working capacity from 41% to 60% are supported with VND 4,800,000; 

(iii) Households with martyrs and people with meritorious services to the revolutionaries who are 

subsidized monthly by the state, and war invalids and policy beneficiaries who lose their working 

capacity from 21% to 40% are supported with VND 3,200,000; (iv) Households with people receiving 

other social subsidies and households with poverty books are supported with VND 2,400,000; and 

b) Other vulnerable households will be subsidized with VND 2,400,000. 

40. Assessment: The compensation plans have been prepared based on the final DMS results 

and the replacement cost issued by Thua Thien Hue PPC. The draft compensation plans were 

publicly posted at the office of communes as the regulations. The Hue City Land Fund Development 

Center and CPCs also organized a public meeting with the AHs to finalize the compensation plans. 

After approving the compensation plans by Districts, these approved compensation plans were again 

publicly posted at the office of communes as the regulations. 100% affected households have 

reviewed the compensation plans and kept the copy of the compensation plans and all affected 
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households have agreed with the compensation policy of the subproject and satisfied with the 

replacement cost for land, structures, crops and trees according to the replacement costs issued by 

Thua Thien Hue PPC.  

41. During this report period, there is the total of 20 compensation plans approved, in which:(i) 17 

compensation plans are approved for 498 affected households with the total compensation amount of 

VND 30,395,035,000 and (ii) 03 compensation plans are approved for the affected graves, 

telecommunications technical infrastructure and lighting technical infrastructure with the amount of VND 

4,159,183,000. In which, 388/498 households received compensation in the amount of VND 

20,176,876,342 . The decisions are as presented in the table below. 

Table 8: Decisions approving the plan for compensation and resettlement have been 

implemented 

Packages 

Components Locations 

Decisions on 
approval of 

compensation, 
assistance and 

resettlement plans 

Total approved 
values in the 

decisions (VND) 

HU-CW01) 

Water Supply 
System to Phu Son 
Solid Waste 
Management Facility 
and Villages 
Subproject 
(Package HU-
CW01) 

Phu Son and 
Duong Hoa 
communes in 
Huong Thuy 
town 

Decision No.2678/QD-
UBND dated August 28, 
2018 of Huong Thuy 
town People's 
Committee. 

82,988,000 

For 67 households  

 

Decision No.2921/QD-
UBND dated 
September 19, 2018 of 
Huong Thuy town 
People's Committee. 

533,000 

For 2 households  

Document 
No.56/PMUA dated 
April 9, 2019 

9,600,000 

For 4 households  

HU-CW02) 

Dredging and 
Embankment of An 
Hoa, An Cuu and 
Nhu Y rivers 
(Package HU-
CW02) 

Vy Da ward, 
Hue city 

Decision No.2734/QD-
UND dated May 12, 
2021 of the People's 
Committee of Hue City 

1,707,407,000 

For 54 households 

Tay Loc ward 
(former Phu 
Thuan ward), 
Huong So 
ward  

Decision No.9362/QD-
the People’s Committee 
of Hue City dated 
16/12/2021 

339,431,000 

For 95 households 

Huong Vinh 
commune 

Decision No.984/QD-
People's Committee of 
Huong Tra town dated 
30/06/2021 

95,119,000 

For 55 households 

HU-CW03 
Dredging, Drainage, 
Pavement and Lake 
in 4 Inner City 
Wards, and 
Embankment Dong 
Ba rivers (Package 
HU-CW03) 

Thuan Hoa 
ward, Hue 
city (Phong 
Trach Lake) 

Decision No.2688/QD-
UND dated May 12, 
2021 of the People's 
Committee of Hue City 

44,343,000  

For 2 households 

Thuan Hoa 
ward, Hue 
city (Xa Tac 
Lake) 

Decision No.2678/QD-
UND dated May 12, 
2021 of the People's 
Committee of Hue City 

156,829,000 

For 35 households 

 
Dredging 
Kinh Thanh 

Decision No.3237/QD-
the People’s Committee 
of Hue City dated 

224,629,000 

For 25 households 
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Packages 

Components Locations 

Decisions on 
approval of 

compensation, 
assistance and 

resettlement plans 

Total approved 
values in the 

decisions (VND) 

Lake – Cay 
Mung Lake 

02/6/2021 and Decision 
No.6936/QD-UBND the 
People’s Committee of 
Hue City dated 
24/9/2021 

 

Dredging 
Kinh Thanh 
Lake – Tien 
Bao Lake 

Decision No.9848/QD-
the People’s Committee 
of Hue City dated 
29/12/2021 

422,353,000 

For 48 households 

 

Drainage 
system and 
sidewalks in 
4 inner city 
wards - Dinh 
Cong Trang 
street 

Decision No.10513 
dated 31/12/2021 of 
Hue City People’s 
Committee 

458,986,000 

For 29 households 

HU-CW04) 

Green Park and 
Square in the 
Administrative Area 
(Package HU-
CW04)  

Xuan Phu 
ward and An 
Dong ward, 
Hue city 

- Decision 
No.21320/QD-UBND 
dated 20/12/2016; 
Decision No.5683/QD-
UBND; Decision 
No.6987/QD-UBND 
dated November 29, 
2019 of Hue City 
People's Committee.9 

25,273,003,000 

For 297 households 

Decision No.6987/QD-
UBND dated November 
29, 2019 

280,425,000 

For 20 households  

HU-CW05)10 

Park, Path, Drainage 
and Lighting in new 
An Van Duong 
Development area 
(Package HU-
CW05)  

Xuan Phu 
ward and An 
Dong ward, 
Hue city 

Decision No.3412/QD-
UBND dated November 
2, 2010; 

Decision No.2199/QD-
UBND dated June 20, 
2013 of Hue City 
People's Committee; 

Decision No.8024/QD-
UND dated December 
27, 2013 of the People's 
Committee of Hue City. 

10,851,058,000 

For 123 households  

HU-CW06 

Construction of 
Huyen Tran Cong 
Chua Road 
(Package HU-
CW06) 

Thuy Bang 
commune, 
Huong Thuy 
town 

Decision No.2699/QD-
UBND dated August 30, 
2018 of Huong Thuy 
town People's 
Committee. 

805,489,000 

For 37 households 

Decision No.3473/QD-
UBND dated 
06/11/2018 of the 
People's Committee of 
Huong Thuy town. 

204,085,000 

For 01 household  

 
9 This decision was approved prior to the ADB project implementation and a DDR is required. 
10 All three decisions of Package HU-CW05 were approved before the ADB project and DDRs are required. 
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Packages 

Components Locations 

Decisions on 
approval of 

compensation, 
assistance and 

resettlement plans 

Total approved 
values in the 

decisions (VND) 

Hue City 

Decision No.3548/QD-
UND dated June 11, 
2021 of the People's 
Committee of Hue City 

2,593,000  
for Vong Canh hill pine 

trees affected 

Decision No.3732/QD-
UND dated June 18, 
2021 of the People's 
Committee of Hue City 

123,503,000 

For technical 
infrastructure of 
electrical lighting  

Decision No.3550/QD-
UND dated June 11, 
2021 of the People's 
Committee of Hue City 

424,041,000 

Technical 
infrastructure 

relocation of the power 
line on Bui Thi Xuan 

road  

Huyen Tran Cong 
Chua road Phase 1 

 

Decision No.9693/QD-
UBND of Hue City 
People’s Committee 
dated 24/12/2021 

9,184,665,000 

For 62 household 

Huyen Tran Cong 
Chua road Phase 1 

 

Decision No.9925/QD-
UBND of Hue City 
People’s Committee 
dated 30/12/2021 

3,721,492,000 

For 35 household 

Telecommunications 
technical 
infrastructure 

 

Decision No.7924/QD-
UBND of Hue City 
People’s Committee 
dated 20/10/2021 
(telecommunications 
part) 

1,746,003,000 

Huyen Tran Cong 
Chua road - 
Electrical lighting 
technical 
infrastructure 

 

Decision No.5283/QD-
UBND of Hue City 
People’s Committee 
dated 04/8/2021 (water 
supply part) 

1,284,325,000 

Huyen Tran Cong 
Chua road - Grave 
section 

 

Decision No.5461/QD-
UBND dated 09/8/2021 
of Hue City People’s 
Committee 

1,128,855,000 

Bui Thi Xuan road, 
phase 1 

 
Decision No.7486/QD-
UBND dated 
04/10/2021 

8,131,076,000 

For 50 household 

Bui Thi Xuan road, 
phase 2 

 

Decision No.9874/QD-
the People’s Committee 
of Hue City dated 
28/12/2021 

6,145,566,000 

For 68 household 

HU-CW08 
Dredging and 
embankment of Ke 
Van river; Upgrading 
Lap river 

Thuan Hoa  
ward (former 
Phu Thuan 
ward), 
Phuong Kim 
Long ward 

Decision No.9479/QD-
UND dated 21/12/ 2021 
of the People's 
Committee of Hue City 

1,401,703,000 

For 32 household  
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Packages 

Components Locations 

Decisions on 
approval of 

compensation, 
assistance and 

resettlement plans 

Total approved 
values in the 

decisions (VND) 

(Ke Van 
embankment 

Tay Loc ward 
(former Phu 
Thuan ward) 

Decision No.9703/QD-
UBND dated 
24/12/2021 of Hue City 
People's Committee. 

267,016,000  

For 17 households 

 

42. In the coming time, the PMU will closely coordinate with the province/city people’s committees 

and the LFDCs to speed up the approval process and compensation payment to the affected 

households, coordinate with the PMUs to build infrastructure in the resettlement sites and hand over the 

resettlement land fund in the first quarter of 2022 (90% of resettlement site No.5 have been completed, 

80% of Bau Va resettlement site has been completed, and 99% of the resettlement site to server the 

building solid waste treatment area has been completed). 

6. Compensation payment process 

43. After the City/District People's Committee approved the resettlement and compensation 

plans, the Project Management Unit coordinated with the People's Committees of the affected 

communes to organize compensation payment to the affected households. 

44. Before conducting compensation payment, the Project Management Unit, LFDCs and the 

relating officicers of the commune people's committees met with affected people to disseminate 

compensation payment plans, including time, place of paying compensation in the wards, 

communes, and papers that the affected households need to bring when claiming compensation 

money, as well as how to do the procedures for receiving compensation money. 

45. During this report period (7/2021 – 12/2021), a total of VND 21,305,731,342 (including 

1,128,855,000 VND for affected graves) has been paid to 388 households and and a total of 

3,580,465,000 VND has been paid to 2 organizations for compensation to affected telecommunications 

technical infrastructure and lighting technical infrastructure.  

46. Thus, from the beginning of the project to this reporting period, total of VND 60,711,891,342 has 

been paid to 1,034 affected households and a total of 3,580,465,000 VND has been paid to 2 

organizations for compensation to affected telecommunications technical infrastructure and lighting 

technical infrastructure.  

47. Brief status on the payment of compensation for AHs by 31 December 2021 is summarized 

in table below: 

Table 9. Summary of compensation and resettlement by 31 December 2021 

Packages  Subprojects  Numbe
r of 
AHs 
(HH) 

Number of 
AHs have 
received 

compensat
ion (HH)  

Compensation 
and assistance 
amount paid to 
affected AHs 

(VND) 

Notes 

HU-CW01 Water Supply System to 
Phu Son Solid Waste 
Management Facility 
and Villages Subproject 

67 67 83,521,000 Completed in 2019 

HU-CW02) 
Dredging and 
Embankment of An 

301 204   2,141,957,000 The CPs are being 
prepared 
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Packages  Subprojects  Numbe
r of 
AHs 
(HH) 

Number of 
AHs have 
received 

compensat
ion (HH)  

Compensation 
and assistance 
amount paid to 
affected AHs 

(VND) 

Notes 

Hoa, An Cuu and Nhu Y 
rivers 

HU-CW03) Dredging, Drainage, 
Pavement and Lake in 
4 Inner City Wards, and 
Embankment Dong Ba 
rivers 

1,393 138  
 1,279,600,000 

The CPs are being 
prepared 

HU-CW04) Park, Path, and Square 
of Provincial 
Administration Center 

297 297 25,553,428,000 Completed since 2016 as 
results of DDR approved 
2020 by ADB 

HU-CW05) Park, Path, Drainage 
and Lighting in new An 
Van Duong 
Development area 

153 153 10,851,058,000 Completed since 2017 as 
results of DDR approved 
2020 by ADB 

HU-CW06) Bui Thi Xuan and 
Huyen Tran Cong Chua 
Roads 

418  175  20,802,327,342 Including 1,128,855,000 
VND for compensation to 
affected graves as 
Decision No.5461/QD-
UBND dated 9 Aug 2021 

HU-CW07) Vy Da Bridge 
Expansion and Access 
Roads  

176 0 0 The CPs are being 
prepared. 

HU-CW08) Dredging and 
Embankment of Ke Van 
and Embankment of 
Lap rivers 

355 0  The CPs are being 
prepared. 

 
 Total  3,160  1,034 60,711,891,34211 

 

Source: Data provided by LFDCs in Dec 2021. NA: Not Available. 

Table 10. Implementation status of compensation payment 

No. Packages 

Compensation 
paid by Gov. 

in anticipation 
of ADB 

support as 
findings of 

DDRs 

Cumulative 
compensation 

paid by 
Project by 
last report 

Compensation 
paid in during 

this report 
period  

Compensation 
paid in during 

this report 
period  

Compensation 
paid  

in during this  
report period  Total 

(Jul – Dec 
2020)  

(Jan – Jun 
2021) 

(July – Dec. 
2021) 

1 HU-CW01             83,521,000 0     83,521,000 

2 HU-CW02 0 0 0 1,707,407,000 434,550,000 2,141,957,000 

3 HU-CW03 0   0 201,172,000 1,078,428,000 1,279,600,000 

4 HU-CW04 25,273,003,000 280,425,000 0     25,553,428,000 

5 HU-CW05 10,851,058,000   0     10,851,058,000 

6 HU-CW06         1,009,574,000   19,792,753,342 20,802,327,342 

7 HU-CW07 
                            

-    
                              

-    
0     0 

8   HU-CW08 0 0 0   0 0 

 
11 This cost does not include VND 3,580,465,000 compensation for power lines, telecommunications infrastructure and 

graves affected by HU-CW06 
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No. Packages 

Compensation 
paid by Gov. 

in anticipation 
of ADB 

support as 
findings of 

DDRs 

Cumulative 
compensation 

paid by 
Project by 
last report 

Compensation 
paid in during 

this report 
period  

Compensation 
paid in during 

this report 
period  

Compensation 
paid  

in during this  
report period  Total 

(Jul – Dec 
2020)  

(Jan – Jun 
2021) 

(July – Dec. 
2021) 

    36,124,061,000 363,946,000 1,009,574,000 1,908,579,000 21,305,731,342 
60,711,891,342 

12 

Source: Data provided by LFDCs by 12/2021 

48. In general, the Project Management Unit has cooperated closely with the People's 

Committees of the wards/communes within the subproject area to implement the payment of 

compensation to affected households quickly, neatly, conveniently, and safely with the good results. 

Until the updating of the internal monitoring report, the PMU cooperated with the Center for Land Fund 

Development to pay the additional support according to the ADB's policy. The payment was made at the 

Commune People's Committee office and people received the one-time lumpsum support. The AHs 

were satisfied with the way of compensation payment made by the Project. 

7. Process of resettlement and site clearance  

Relocation implementation 

49. For project, there are three resettlement options: (i) on-site resettlement (on the remaining 

land of affected households); (ii) self-relocation when affected households that are entitled to 

compensation/resettlement want to find their new sheltering by themselves; and (iii) relocation when 

each affected household that is entitled to compensation/resettlement will be provided with a plot of 

land at a resettlement site. 

50. In order to allocate land for the households who have relocated by the land acquisition for 

the project, a total of 6 resettlement sites have been developed including: Huong So Resettlement 

Site, Stage 3, An Hoa Ward; Huong So Resettlement Site, Stage 4, An Hoa Ward; Resettlement Site 

1 in Xuan Phu ward; Resettlement Site CTR13 in An Dong ward; Bau Va Resettlement Site (Stage 

4) in Thuy Xuan ward; and Resettlement Site 5 in Huong Thuy town. The infrastructure in the 

resettlement sites have been completed. 06/06 resettlement sites have been completed with basic 

infrastructure such as roads, electricity, water and ready to for people to build houses; 03 

resettlement sites including Resettlement 5, CTR13, Bau Va 4 will be handed over in the first quarter 

of 2022. 

51. Up to the time of this report, as the compensation plans are being prepared by LFDCs for the 

remaining households (2,126 households), including 202 relocating households. Accordingly, 

activities related to allocation for resettlement land have not been implemented for displaced 

households.  

Status of handing over land and site clearance 

52. By the time of this report, three subprojects including (i) Water Supply System to Phu Son 

Solid Waste Management Facility and Villages Subproject (HU-CW01), (ii) Park, Path, and Square 

of Provincial Administration Center (HU-CW04), and (iii) Park, Path, Drainage and Lighting in new 

An Van Duong Development area (HU-CW05) have completed for handing over land for the 

construction. Of which, two subprojects (HU-CW04 and HU-CW05) have completed for 

compensation payment since 2016 and 2017 in anticipation of ADB support as findings of DDRs and 

subproject of Water Supply System to Phu Son Solid Waste Management Facility and Villages 

Subproject (HU-CW01) has completed for compensation in 2019.  Besides, the site clearance is also 

 
12 This cost does not include VND 3,580,465,000 compensation for power lines, telecommunications infrastructure and 

graves affected by HU-CW06 
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being carried out urgently with packages HU-CW02, HU-CW03, HU-CW06. Please see below table 

for more information of handing over land status by subprojects.  

Table 11. Status of handing over land for the subproject construction 

No. Name of 
packages 

Needed land area (m2) Handed land 
area over to 
project (m2) 

Notes 

1 HU-CW01 518.5 518.5 Under 
construction 

2 HU-CW02 24,497.4 17,539.5 the site is not 
handover all 

3 HU-CW03 46,839.0 19,151.8 the site is not 
handover all 

4 HU-CW04 172,785.9 172,785.9 Under 
construction 

5 HU-CW05 130,009.3 130,009.3 Under 
construction 

6 HU-CW06 100,439.2 30,686.7 the site is not 
handover all 

7 HU-CW07 44,320.7 0 The 
compensation has 
not been paid 

8 HU-CW08 54,162 4,936.7 
 

The 
compensation has 
not been paid 

Source: Data provided by PMU in Dec. 2021. NA; Not Available 

8. Income restoration program for affected households 

53. As results of DMS and findings of DDRs, by the time of this report a total of 633 households 

have been identified as eligible households to take part of the IRP which will be developed by project. 

Please see below table for more information of IRP eligible households by subproject.  

Table 12. Information of IRP eligible households by subprojects 

No. Subprojects 

IRP households 

HHs 
lost 

>10% 

Relocating 
HHs 

Vulnerable 
HHs 

Total 

HU-
CW01 

Water Supply System to Phu Son Solid 
Waste Management Facility and Villages 
Subproject 

0 0 9 

9 

HU-
CW02 

Dredging and Embankment of An Hoa, 
An Cuu and Nhu Y rivers 

0 0 9 
9 

HU-
CW03 

Dredging, Drainage, Pavement and Lake 
in 4 Inner City Wards, and Embankment 
Dong Ba rivers 

0 45 40 

85 

HU-
CW04 

Park, Path, and Square of Provincial 
Administration Center 

195 0 17 
212 

HU-
CW05 

Park, Path, Drainage and Lighting in new 
An Van Duong Development area 

73 0 0 
73 

HU-
CW06 

Bui Thi Xuan and Huyen Tran Cong 
Chua Roads 

56 23 11 
90 
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No. Subprojects 

IRP households 

HHs 
lost 

>10% 

Relocating 
HHs 

Vulnerable 
HHs 

Total 

HU-
CW07 

Vy Da Bridge Expansion and Access 
Roads  and 100m road connecting 2 
areas A and B of An Van Duong new 
urban area (the bridge over Nhu Y river) 

13 124 3 

140 

HU-
CW08 

Dredging and Embankment of Ke Van 
and Embankment of Lap rivers 

0 10 5 15 

  Total 337 202 94  633 

Source: DMS data and DDRs; NA; Not Available 

54. During the consultation meetings with people related to compensation payment, the PMU 

staff also integrated and noted people’s aspirations who want to join the income restoration program 

to make convenient for the project’s designing and developing an income restoration program later. 

It is expected that the program will include the following activities: (i) Vocational training for affected 

households (the subproject will be combined with Hue City Vocational Training Center - Vocational 

and Educational Center to provide vocational training for affected households); and (ii) Borrowing 

credit for production and business (the subproject will support affected households to access low-

interest credit loans such as from the Banks for Social Policies, capital revolving funds of Women 

unions...). However, due to Covid-19, therefore, the IRP still has not been implemented yet for the 

affected households by the time of this report. As recorded in this report period (December 2021), 

the Consultant cooperated with the staff of the PMU and the People's Committees of the wards to 

conduct a survey and re-evaluate the need to participate in the Income Restoration Program of the 

project severely affected households. However, due to the complicated development of Covid-19 

pandemic in Hue city, the survey was interrupted. Currently, the PMU has just cooperated with the 

LFDC and the wards to review the list of affected households that are eligible to participate in the 

Income Restoration Program (such as name, address...). In the first quarter of 2022, after collecting 

all need assessment surveys of affected households, the PMU will implement the Income 

Restoration Program based on the actual aspirations of the affected households.   It is expected that 

in Q2/2022, the Consultant will cooperate with the PMU staff to develop an income restoration 

program and contact the stakeholders for the implementation. From April to June 2022, they will 

work with the vocational training centers of Hue city to arrange classes for the affected households 

to participate in the vocational training (if they need). 

55. Until the updating of this report, only 19 affected households are hired by the contractor of 

Package HU-CW03 and Package HU-CW02 to do unskilled jobs with an average salary of 200,000 

VND/day/person. The PMU will continue to coordinate with the contractors to help affected 

households get unskilled jobs of the package (if the households want). The Consultant will continue 

to update this information in the next monitoring reports. 

9. Grievance redress mechanism (GRM) 

56. The grievance redress mechanism as indicated in the RP has been developed to help ensure 

that the complaints of AHs are resolved in a timely and satisfactory manner. This GRM have been 

also disseminated to the affected people by the Project Management Unit and the Consultant from 

the early phase of the subproject implementation. People are well aware of the subproject's 

grievance redress mechanism. 

57. The Consultant’s recognition at the time of updating the social monitoring report (Dec 2021), 

there is still 01 complaint about the compensation and site clearance. In fact, this complaint is 
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pending case of other project that being implemented by Thua Thien Hue Management Board of 

Urban Area Development since 2018. The details of complaint are as follows:   

58. Ho family has refused to receive compensation and support as Decision No. 5669/QD-UBND 

dated 5 Dec 2018 with total VND 2,377,997,000. The reasons are as follows.  

• For the agricultural land area of 1,286.6m2, Ho family did not agree on the amount of 

compensation and support according to the approval decision and he asked the 

compensation rate as for affected residential land.  

• For the worship land area of 1,338.2m2, Ho family disagreed on the amount of compensation 

and support according to the approval decision and asked “land for land”.  

59. On December 15, 2021, the People's Committee of Thua Thien Hue province issued 

Document No.12231/UBND-QHXT on reviewing the land fund for relocation of shrines and worship 

works in Xuan Phu ward, the location of the headquarters of the People's Committee of An Dong 

ward to the Department of Construction; Department of Planning and investment; Department of 

Natural Resources and Environment, the People's Committee of Hue City, and Thua Thien Hue 

Management Board of Urban Area Development (the Document is attached in Appendix 2 of this 

report). 

60. On December 24, 2021, Thua Thien Hue Management Board of Urban Area Development 

issued Document No.1940/BQLKV-DTPT to the People's Committee of Thua Thien Hue province 

reporting on the review of the land fund to relocate the churches, worship works in Xuan Phu ward 

area, including the arrangement of Land CC1 – the worship of Ho family (the Document is attached 

in Appendix 2 of this report). As soon as there is a decision on land allocation from Thua Thien Hue 

PPC, the Thua Thien Hue Management Board of Urban Area Development will pay compensation 

and mobilize the Ho family to hand over the site to the project. As the schedule, this issue will be 

solved by May or June 2022.  

10. The conformity of the site clearance with the construction schedule: 

61. Water Supply System to Phu Son Solid Waste Management Facility and Villages Subproject 

(HU-CW01): The compensation for this component was completed without any complaints. On 

December 6, 2018, Huong Thuy District Land Fund Development Center coordinated with Phu Son 

Commune People's Committee to hand over land to Hue PMU to carry out the construction of the 

subproject. This component has been awarded a construction bid on October 20, 2019. The package 

has been completed, handed over and put into use on May 14, 2021.  

62. Park, Path, and Square of Provincial Administration Center (HU-CW04): Contract was awarded 

to the contractor of Urban Infrastructure Development Investment Corporation on 27 June 2019 and 

issuing commencement letter on December 19, 2019. By the end of December 2021, the contractor has 

built for 24 months. Up to the report period, in the package remains 01 case (Ho family whoship and Ho 

family's agricultural land) that has not been handed over for site clearance. 

63. Park, Path, Drainage and Lighting in new An Van Duong Development area (HU-CW05): This 

package has been bid and awarded to Thanh Dat  Joint Stock Company on 26 April 2019  and issuing 

commencement letter on October 10, 2019. By the end of December 2021, the contractor has built for 

26 months. The Project Management Unit has carried out the construction at site and did not meet any 

problems relating to the site clearance of this component. 

64. Huyen Tran Cong Chua Road (HU-CW06): The compensation payment to affected households 

of Huyen Tran Cong Chua Road – the section acrossing Thuy Bang Commune completed. Completed 

payment to the affected households and 01 organization of Bui Thi Xuan road - the section from Long 

Tho bridge to the health station of Long Tho cement factory of 150m long. The contract was awarded on 

7/08/2020 for the Joint venture of Thanh Dat Joint Stock Company and Ha Tinh Construction Joint Stock 
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Company No.68. The Notice to Proceed for construction commencement was released on 21/9/2020 for 

Huyen Tran Cong Chua Road – the section acrossing Thuy Bang Commune. Till the report period: For 

Huyen Tran Cong Chua road, the compensation has been paid for the section through Vong Canh hill 

with a length of 1.1 km, a section through Loi citadel with a length of 300m and the first section of the 

route intersecting with Bui Thi Xuan road with a length of 300m; For Bui Thi Xuan road, the compensation 

has been paid for 1km long section from the beginning of Luong Quan road to the end of the route. It is 

expected that in February 2022, the PMU will propose to the Asian Development Bank to get the 

permission to construct the sections that have completed the payment for site clearance. In general, the 

compensation for site clearance of the packages does not meet the construction schedules (the expected 

date of completion of the packages is around 7/2023), therefore the compensation for site clearance 

must be completed and handed over before 7/2022). 

65. For Vy Da Bridge Expansion and Construction Road and Bridge connecting Area A and B of  

An Van Duong Development Area (HU-CW07):  The contract was awarded on 04/6/2021 for the 479 

Hoa Binh Joint Stock Company. The Notice to Proceed for construction commencement was released 

on 06/7/2021 for the construction of Vy Da Bridge and Nhu Y Bridge. At the report period: the 

construction unit can only construct the bridge underwater part (the river land managed by the Ward 

People's Committee) and cast beams at the girder casting yard; The site clearance for the construction 

of the road sections of the two bridgeheads have not yet been compensated. 

66. For Drainage system and sidewalks in 4 inner wards (16 roads), Dredging and embankment 6 

lakes, Rehabilitation and Embankment of Dong Ba River (HU-CW03): The contract was awarded on 

16/4/2021 for Construction Company 299. The Notice of commencement of construction was issued on 

April 21, 2021. Currently, the contractor has started the construction of Quang Duc - Nha Do section on 

Ong Ich Khiem road, with the length of 384m; and Cay Mung lake and Phong Trach lake, and part of the 

roads of Xuan 68, Ong Ich Khiem, Luong Ngoc Quyen, Ton That Thiep (the scope of construction is from 

the edge of the road to the edge of the citadel) and Dong Ba embankment (the land has been cleared). 

By report period, the compensation for site clearance of Tien Bao lake and Dinh Cong Trang road has 

been completed. It is expected that in February 2022, the PMU will propose to the Asian Development 

Bank for the permission to construct these two work-items. 

67. For Dredging and Embankment of An Hoa, An Cuu and Nhu Y rivers (HU-CW02): the contract 

was awarded dated 25/8/2021 for Construction Joint Stock Company 568. The notice of commencement 

of construction was released on September 12, 2021. Currently, the contractor is constructing 

Component 2: Rehabilitation and Embankment of Nhu Y River; and Component 3: Rehabilitation and 

Embankment of An Cuu. By the report period, the payment of compensation for site clearance of An Hoa 

embankment in the section through Huong Vinh commune, Huong So ward and Tay Loc ward has been 

completed. It is expected that in February 2022, the PMU will propose to the Asian Development Bank 

for the permission to construct these sections. 

68. For dredging and embankment of Ke Van river; Upgrading Lap river (HU-CW08): Currently, the 

bidding for construction is underway and expected to be awarded in March 2022. 

69. For the construction and non-construction activities initiated by the community (HU-CW09): This 

package does not affect the site clearance. It is expected that in February 2022, the PMU will propose to 

the Asian Development Bank for the permission to construct this item. 

70. For the construction of To Huu and Vo Nguyen Giap roads (elevated part) and the relocation of 

the substation (HU-CW10): Currently, the bidding for construction is underway and is expected to be 

awarded in February/2022. This package does not affect the site clearance. It is expected that in March 

2022, the PMU will propose to the Asian Development Bank for the permission to construct this item. 

71. The implementation plans of other subproject components will be updated in the next semi-

annual reports. According to the ADB's request, the packages are only allowed to start construction after 
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receiving the ADB's no-objection letters for the commencement. The packages that have been 

commenced complied with this requirement. The below table summarizes the progress of site 

clearance and the construction of the whole project. 

Table 13. Progress of construction 

No. Packages  Subprojects 
Construction 

commencement 
date 

Status of Civil works 

1 HU-CW01 

Water Supply System to 
Phu Son Solid Waste 
Management Facility and 
Villages Subproject 

20/10/2019 
The construction reaches  

100% of the workload 

2 HU-CW02 
Dredging and 
Embankment of An Hoa, 
An Cuu and Nhu Y rivers 

12/09/2021 
The construction reaches  2% 

of the workload 

3 HU-CW03 

Dredging, Drainage, 
Pavement and Lake in 4 
Inner City Wards, and 
Embankment of Dong Ba 
rivers 

21/4/2021 
The construction reaches  8% 

of the workload 

4 HU-CW04 
Park, Path, and Square of 
Provincial Administration 
Center 

19/12/2019 
The construction reaches  

40% of the workload 

5 HU-CW05 
Park, Path, Drainage and 
Lighting in new An Van 
Duong Development area 

10/10/2019 
The construction reaches 35% 

of the workload. 

6 HU-CW06 
Bui Thi Xuan Road and 
Huyen Tran Cong Chua 
Road 

21/9/2020 
 

The construction reaches 2% 
of the workload 

7 HU-CW07 
Vy Da Bridge Expansion 
and Access Roads 

06/07/2021  
The construction reaches  

4,6% of the workload 

8 HU-CW08 
Embankment of Lap river 
and Embankment of Ke 
Van river 

The 
compensation is 
in progress. No 
construction 
contractor is 
awarded. 

Not yet 

11. The satisfaction of affected households about the compensation and land acquisition 
and the status of re-adjustment for affected land  

72. The payment of compensation, support and resettlement in the wards/communes ensured the 

transparency and convenience for the affected households. The PMU, worked closely with District Land 

Fund Development Centers and  the CPCs to implement compensation payment to the AHs in a quick, 

neat, convenient, safe and effective way. The AHs were satisfied with the compensation payment made 

by the Project. The re-issuance of people's land use right certificates after their land is acquired is also 

being carried out and people are not charged any costs incuring from the re-issuance of land use right 

certificates.  

12. Obstructions and pending issues   

Table 14. Obstructions and pending issues 

No. Issues Nature of issues Status of issues 
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1 The progress of approving 
compensation plans is still 
slow 

- The verifying origin of land 
use is still difficult because 
the land of many households 
is inherited from many 
previous generations and 
documents are lost. 
- The mapping of land 
acquisition was done in 
2018. During the IOL, there 
have been many changes in 
land use (e.g. separation of 
land plots, transfer of land 
use rights, change of 
structure). 
- The verification of land 
origin documents in the 
wards/communes is still 
slow due to insufficient staff 
(it is stipulated that 01 
cadastral officer in 01 
ward/commune). The same 
goes for the land origin 
appraisal at the City's 
Department of Natural 
Resources and 
Environment. 

- The PMU works closely 
with the city's LFDC to solve 
the issue. 
- The LFDCs, the PMU 
supported the Measurement 
Center to revise the land 
acquisition map in 
accordance with the current 
land use status. 
- Hue City Department of 
Natural Resources and 
Environment provides 
training on verification of 
land origin records in the 
wards/communes. 
- The Provincial People's 
Committee agreed on the 
supplement of human 
resources for the LFDCs, 
the Department of Natural 
Resources and Environment 
of Hue City. 
The Provincial People's 
Committee agreed on the 
compensation for site 
clearance according to the 
continuous rolling plan for 
each subproject to meet the 
construction progress. 
The training on verification 
of land origin records in the 
wards/communes has been 
carried out by the LFDC. 
However, the verification of 
land use origin is still very 
slow. 

2 Settlement of worship land 
of Ho family relating 
package HU-CW04 

Ho family suggests the 
compensation for their 
worship land and agricultural 
land at the price of 
residential land. Allocate 01 
location to build Ho family 
worship place and convert 
land use purpose according 
to worship land. 

- The Provincial People's 
Committee agreed to assign 
the Department of 
Construction to study and 
plan worship land to provide 
for the household and Ho 
family when clearing their 
worship land. 
- The Provincial 
Management Board for 
Urban Development Areas, 
the People's Committee of 
Hue city, the LFDCs hold 
talks with the 
representatives of Ho family 
to develop a compensation 
plan for the site clearance. 
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3 Overlapping land on the 
talus slope under the 
Upgrading and Expanding 
Vy Da bridge 

This is a problem from the Vi 
Da bridge construction 
project since 1997, at that 
time, the project did not 
implement permanent land 
acquisition but only 
temporary land acquisition, 
however, the compensation 
rates applied are similar to 
implement permanent land 
acquisition (full 
compensation). Due to the 
temporary land acquisition, 
therefore, no decisions on 
land acquisition and 
correction of the cadastral 
map were implemented after 
completion of the Vi Da 
bridge (total of 2,526.4  m2 
belong to 30 households). 
Accordingly, data on land 
acquisition was not stored in 
the land dossiers and as a 
result, some households 
were granted land use right 
certificates.  

The Provincial People's 
Committee issued Notice 
No.525/TB-UBND dated 
November 8, 2021, which 
assigns the Inspector of Hue 
province to assume the 
responsibility and 
coordinate with Hue City 
People's Committee, the 
Department of Natural 
Resources and 
Environment, the 
Department of Planning and 
Investment, and the LFDCs 
to review the documents and 
advise solutions. 
  

4 The amount of 
compensation incurred 
much more than the 
estimation in the project 
preparation phase 

In fact, when the DMS was 
conducted, the affected 
number was found bigger 
than the estimation in the 
project preparation phase 

Currently, the PMU is 
reviewing the investment 
policy to balance the budget 
for the site clearance of the 
project. 
It is expected that in April 
2022, they will submit to the 
Prime Minister for approval 
of the project investment 
policy amendment. 
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III. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Conclusions 

73. The social safeguard documents of the subprojects have been prepared in accordance with 

the ADB’s requirements. By the time of this report, a total of 11 final social safeguard documents 

have been approved, except uRP for package HU-CW08. In addition, there are 10 ADB-approved 

site clearance reports of all components (HU-CW02, HU-CW03, HU-CW06, HU-CW07). 

74. The consultation, participation and information disclosure are being conducted fully by the 

Project Management Unit in collaboration with Hue Land Fund Development Center and the District 

Land Fund Development Centers according to the Government’s regulations and the ADB’s SPS 

2009. However, in 2021 due to the complicated development of Covid-19 pandemic, the form of 

consultation was changed into telephone consultation during the preparation of site clearance 

reports and application for construction to suit the local anti-pandemic situation. The restriction of 

consultation due to Covid-19 also affects the progress of the public meeting of compensation plans, 

thus also partly affecting the site clearance progress of the project. 

75. The resettlement and site clearance for the subprojects are being implemented in accordance 

with the land laws of the Vietnam and the regulations of the ADB. During the resettlement 

implementation, community consultation and information disclosure have been concerned and 

implemented throughout the compensation activities to ensure the rights of affected people. 

76. The implementation of the income restoration program for the severely affected households 

and vulnerable households is still not in place. In the coming time, the PMU with supports from 

Project Implementation Consultant to accelerate the progress of this activity and report to ADB. The 

income restoration program is expected to be implemented in Q1/2022.  

77. The grievance redress mechanism as indicated in the original RP of the project has been 

developed to help ensure that the complaints of AHs are resolved in a timely and satisfactory 

manner.  

2. Recommendations 

78. The Project Management Unit will work closely with Hue City Land Fund Development Center 

and the District Land Fund Development Centers to approve the compensation plans and initiate the 

compensation payment to the affected households. 

79. For the packages: HU-CW08, uRP need to be updated before any compensation activities to be 

conducted and should be consistent with the contractor selection plan. 

Table  15: Implementation plan of the follow-up works 

No. Issues Recommendations 

for solutions  

Responsibility  Timeline  

1 For the packages: 

HU-CW08.  

 

The Consultant will 

coordinate with the 

PMU to update the 

resettlement plan and 

submit them to ADB. 

The Secondary Cities 

Development Project 

Management Unit 

The Project 

Implementation 

Assistance Consultant. 

The Center for land fund 

development - 

Department of Natural 

Resources and 

Quarter I 2022 
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No. Issues Recommendations 

for solutions  

Responsibility  Timeline  

Environment of Thua 

Thien Hue province. 

2 Package: 

Construction of a 

green park and 

square in the 

central 

administrative 

area (HU-CW04): 

Compensation for 

01 case of Ho 

family. 

The PMU is required to 

work closely with the 

Hue City Land Fund 

Development Center 

and the Provincial 

Urban Development 

Area Management 

Board to continue 

mobilizing Ho family to 

receive compensation 

and hand over the site. 

The PMU of Thua Thien 

Hue province.  

The Provincial Urban 

Development Area 

Management Board. 

Hue City Land Fund 

Development Center. 

Hue City People's 

Committee. 

Project Implementation 

Assistance Consultant  

 

Quarter II 2022 

3 Income 

restoration 

program  

The Consultant will 

coordinate with the 

PMU to review, survey 

and re-evaluate the 

needs of the affected 

households, then 

conduct an income 

restoration program 

based on specific 

survey results. 

The PMU of Thua Thien 

Hue province.  

The Project 

Implementation 

Assistance Consultant. 

 

 

Quarter II/2022:  

4 The progress of 

land acquisition is 

still slow in all 

packages of the 

project.  

PMU reported in 

writing to the Provincial 

People's Committee 

about the slowly 

progress and closely 

coordinate with the 

related agencies to 

speed up the progress  

 

PMU, Thua Thien Hue 

PPC 

 

Immediately 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix 1: Summary of land acquisition progress by December 2021 

 

No. Package 

Issuance 
progress of 

Land 
acquisition 
Notification 

DMS 
progress 
(Starting 

and ending 
date) 

CP13s preparation 
and public 
disclosure 
progress 

Appraisal and 
approval of CPs 

progress 

Compensation 
payment 
progress 

Obstructions 

1 HU-CW01 10/03/2018 

From 
15/3/2018 to 
5/4/2018……
…… 

Total of AHs: 
67 

Completed draft 
compensation 
plans for 67/67 

AHs with total of 
VND 83,521,000 

 

 

Approved 
compensation 
plans for 67/67 

AHs with total of 
VND 83,521,000 

 

Completed 
payment 

compensation for 
67/67 AHs with 

total of VND 
83,521,000 

- Completed in 2019 

2 HU-CW02  

From 
20/5/2019 to 
27/07/2019
………… 

Total of AHs: 
346 

Completed draft 
compensation 

plans for 206/346 
AHs with total of 

VND 
2,158,441,000  

 

Approved 
compensation 

plans for 206/346 
AHs with total of 

VND 
2,158,441,000 

 

Completed 
payment 

compensation for 
206/346 AHs with 

total of VND 
2,158,441,000 

-  

3 HU-CW03  

From 
29/10/2019 
to 
31/03/2020
………… 

Total of AHs: 
1545 

Completed draft 
compensation 

plans for 149/1545 
AHs with total of 

VND 
1,307,140,000 

 

Approved 
compensation 
plans for 149 

/1545 AHs with 
total of VND 

1,307,140,000 

Completed 
payment 

compensation for 

149/1545 AHs with 
total of VND 

1,307,140,000 

Huong Vinh ward was 
merged into Hue city, 

4 HU-CW04 N/A N/A N/A 

Approved 
compensation 

plans for 297/ 297 
AHs with total of 

The payment of 
compensation 
completed for 

297/297   AHs with 

Completed since 2016; 
There is still the case of Ho 

family worship 

 
13 CPs= Compensation plans 
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No. Package 

Issuance 
progress of 

Land 
acquisition 
Notification 

DMS 
progress 
(Starting 

and ending 
date) 

CP13s preparation 
and public 
disclosure 
progress 

Appraisal and 
approval of CPs 

progress 

Compensation 
payment 
progress 

Obstructions 

VND 
25,553,428,000 

 

total of VND 
25,553,428,000 

5 HU-CW05 N/A N/A N/A 

Approved 
compensation 

plans for 153/ 153 
AHs with total of 

VND 
10,851,058,000 

Paid the 
compensation for 

153/153   AHs with 
total of VND 

10,851,058,000 

Completed since 2017 

6 HU-CW06  

From 
03/10/2019 

to 
08/2020……

…… 

Total of AHs: 
560 

Completed draft 
compensation 

plans for 248/560 
AHs with total of 

VND 
31,892,199,000 

Approved 
compensation 

plans for 248/560 
AHs with total of 

VND 
31,892,199,000 

Paid the 
compensation for 
248/560 AHs with 

total of VND 
31,892,199,000 

 

7 HU-CW07  

From 
02/2019 to 

10/2020……
…… 

Total of AHs: 
660 

The CPs are being 
prepared 

  

Thuy Van commune was 
merged into Hue city, 

therefore the site clearance 
of the subproject is 

interrupted, 

The CPs are being prepared 

8 HU-CW08  

From 
24/12/2019 

to 
7/2021……

…… 

Total of AHs:  
355 

Completed the 
draft 

compensation 
plans for 49/355 
AHs with a total 
amount of VND 
1,671,719,000 

 

Completed the 
draft 

compensation 
plans for 49/355 
AHs with a total 
amount of VND 
1,671,719,000 

 

Completed the 
draft 

compensation 
plans for 49/355 
AHs with a total 
amount of VND 
1,671,719,000 

Paid the site clearance 
compensation for a part of 
Ke Van embankment when 

the uRP had not been 
upgraded. 
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Appendix 2: Documents on solving problems related to site clearance of the Ho family 
relating package HU-CW04 
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